[Study of the evolution in the activity of a Department of Pathology from a third level hospital in the last decade (2007-2016)].
To study the evolution of variables of interest in a department of pathology from a third level hospital during the last decade and to evaluate the impact on these of the hospital relocation in 2014. Retrospective observational study in which the recorded samples (biopsies, cytology specimens, FNA, autopsies, intraoperative) as well as the complementary techniques (IHC, Histochemistry, IF and FISH) and portfolio of services were analyzed during the years 2007-2016 inclusive. For the statistical analysis, the five-year periods 2007-2011 and 2012-2016 were compared. The following variables were statistically significant: cytology (34055.8±1994.0 vs 26590.4±2938.3, p=0.002), autopsies (156.2±27.3 vs 122.0±14.78, p=0.039), immunohistochemistry (17855.4±3424.2 vs 28559.2±4734.7, p=0.003), histochemistry (11117.8±2300.9 vs 6225.0±1330.5, p=0.003) and immunofluorescence (610.2±185.3 vs. 1205.4±154.0, p=0.001). Statistical correlations of interest among variables have been identified. In 2014, it was observed that the variables of greater specific weight (biopsies, cytology, IHQ and histochemistry) in the work load of the Department showed an average decrease of 12.5%. A generalized increase in the panel of available samples has been identified, the largest increase being seen in the number of antibodies (78.7%), histochemistry (38.7%) and FISH (400%). Relevant variations in work volume, as well as the service portfolio, have been identified, especially in the techniques aimed at improving diagnostic accuracy (IHQ and FI), and a significant decrease in the number of cytology specimens, autopsies and histochemistry. In the year 2014 a decrease of more than 12% in the main variables of the study was observed.